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Paper No.7 STUDYING PATTERNS OF SOIL EROSION IN KF.'!NYA 

by. 

Thomas Dunne 

Department of Geological Sciences and Quaternary Researoh Center 
University of Washington, Seattle, USA 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Soil erosion is intense in many areas of developi~g countries beoause of 
erosive climatic conditions, rugged terrain, and heavy land use, yet little quanti
tative information is available about the patterns of erosion. This ignorance limits 
an assessment of the real magnitude of erosion problems, or the ranking of priority 
regions for the most urgent soil conservation programmes. When sites are ohosen for 
reservoir impoundment or other water resource development, a rapid assessment of 
sediment transport is usually made but very few such studies are continued for a 
long enough period to sample the vagaries of weather and flow which oharacterize the 
hydrologic regimes of most developing countries, The accumulation of information on 
soil erosion and sediment yields is usually too meagre and too late for ~~~~te ,I 

design (Dunne and Ongweny, 1976). , .. MAO 

The situation requires the training and support of a small number of field 
scientists in developing nations who will be concerned with field assessment of erosion 
and sediment transport. They should be able to take advantage of hydrologic reoords 
which have sometimes been accumulated for years and have lain unanalysed in the files 
of water-resource agencies. Such scientists should also be capable of setting up 
networks of stations for the collection of data on erosion and sedimentation in hitherto 
ungauged, areas, and of carrying out field experiments on soil erosion. The cost 
of such work would not be high, relative to its value, but the success of the work 
requires a commitmen~ to field work and continuity of purpose which is frequently 
lacking. 

In this paper, I review some work on patterns of soil erosion in Kenya and refer 
to relatively inexpensive methods of studying erosion prooes'ses an.d patt~rns., It· 'liUl 
also indicate some of the gaps in our knowledge of soil erosion, particularly in 
developing countries where physical and land use conditions differ from the more inten
Sively studied, commeroial agricultural region of developed oountries. 

It is appropriate to stress from the outset, however, that the accumulation of 
field measurements is not enough. In developed co~tries, lar~ amountsof money have 
been spent on monitoring programmes and the data have, lain unanalysed for long periods 
of time. Developing countries cannot afford this waste, and the field' soientist : 
'must be encouraged to analyse data as they accumulate. This part of t,he sc1elTt1f10 
training is as important as instruoti6n in field methods. 

Methods of Quant ifying Eros ion Rat es 

There ar~ two basic approaches to the study of erosion patterns. The first 
involves sampling the rate of sediment transport past some point on a river channel 
at the outlet of.a drainage basin. This method is relatively cheap, and it is easy 

to monitor soil loss rates from large, representative areas by installing gauging 
stations on a few rivers. Because the measurement of sediment loss is made at a 
single point, however, it is not possible to interpret muoh about the spatial pattern 
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of erosion within the catchment. Nevertheless, sediment monitoring is the most widely 
used method of assessing soil erosion rates and many water-resource agencies colleot 
suspended sediment records routinely. It is useful, therefore, to consider methods of 
extracting the maximum possible information from such records. 

The second method of quantifying soil erosion involves direct measurement of 
soil removal by individual processes at a number of sampling sites within the drainage 
basin. By strategic location of plots, erosion pins, surveyed oross-sections of 
gullies and river channels, it is possible to define the spatial pattern of soil 
loss, and to study the local controls of erosion. If measurement sites are distribu
ted so as to sample a range of hillslope gradient, soil types, land use, and conser
vation practices, for example, the effects of these variables on Boil erosion can be 
isolated and quantified. This kind of information is necessary in the design of 
land-use and conservation strategies for developing co.untries. Yet very few measure
ments of hillslope erosion processes are presently being made in these lands. There 
is a need to encourage scientists in these countries to use the techniques that are 
now available. The most useful field methods are described in another paper (Dunne, 
1976 a), which includes a bibliography of original sources. 

Both of the approaches referred to above include systematic monitoring. The 
ooncept of environmental monitoring is gaining acceptance and support ( U.N. Confe
rence on the Human Environment, Stockholm, 1972) and we can reasonably look forward 
to an increase of erosion measurements in developing countries in the near future. 
In order to interpret the results from monitoring networks, however, it is usually 
necessary to carry out some controlled experiments of erosjon under different condi
conditions of hillslope gradient, land use, conservation practice or other variables 
of interest. The most common type of controlled experiment involves measuring soil 
loss from small hillSide plots under natural or artificial rainfall (Battawar and 
Rao, 1969; Dunne, 1976bj Fournier, 1967j Goel et aI, 1968; Hudson, 1971; Vasudevaiah 
~,1965). The plots can be subjected to various treatments, such as removal of 
vegetation, trampling, or the growing of various crops. They are useful for previewing 
the soil erosion consequences of a range of management options. 

Each of these approaches is presently being used to study the pattern of soil 
erosion in Kenya. 

2 .. , SEDIMENT YIELDS OF KENYAN RIVERS 

During the period 1948-68, suspended sediment concentrations were measured by 
the depth-integrating method at a large number of river gauging stations throughout 
south and central Kerwa (the only regions of the country which support perennial 
streams). At 63 stations, the data were adequate for oonstructing sediment rating 
curves. '·Daily discharge records from the same stat ions were then used in conjunct ion 
with the sediment rating curves to calculate suspended sediment yields for drainage 
basins covering a wide range of climate, topography, and land use. A map of mean 
annual suspended sediment yields was constructed from the data (Dunne, ms in prepar
a.tion). Sedj.ment yields range from 8 to 19 520 t/km 2/year. Tbe resl1lts of this .. 
national survey can be used directly for estimating potential rates of sedimentation 
of proposed reservoir sites. They can also be used for an analysis of the major 
controls of basin sediment yields. 

A great deal of a.ttention has been directed toward quantifying general relation
ships between basin sediment yield and clima.te (Langbein and Schumm, 1958; Fburnier, 
1960; Donglas', 1967; Wilson, .1973). The climatic pa.rameter generally used is mean 
annual rainfall, either obtained from direct measurements or calculated from mean 
annual runoff and air temperature. Each of the publications listed Ahove proposes 
a different reationahip between sediment .yield and climate. Wilson, who analysed the 
most comprehensive set of data, concluded that differences in climatic regime and 
land use make it impossible to define a single rule relating sediment yield to rainfall 
or runoff. 

http:clima.te
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The Kenyan data confirm the suggestion of Wilson, and of Douglas (1967) that 
land use is the dominant variable which confounds the establishment of general relations 
of sediment yield and climate. In Kenya, as in many other oountries, land use depends 
partly upon climate but there are important differences of land use in eaoh climatio 
zone. 

In Figure 1, mean annual sediment yield per unit area of catohment is plotted 
against mean annual runoff. The dominant land use tn each catchment is indicated by 
a symbol. In the absence of a detailed quantitative analysiS of land use, the 
classification was confined to four classes: oompletely forested; forest covering 
more than 50 percent of the basin; ctgricul ture covering more than 50 percent of the 
basin and the remainder under forest, and grazing covering more than 50 peroent of 
the basin. A fifth class, lightly grazed scrub forest t contained only two basins. 
Even with such a coarse classification of land use, however, a pattern is evident. 

The 1 ines in Figure 1 are approximate envslopes for each set .of land use symbols I 
and very few pDints fall outside the appropriate region of the graph. The envelopes 
do not separate the symbols completely beoause of differences' in the ruggedness of' 
topography, the degree to which' the major land use dominates a basin, the duration of 
records, and the quality of the original data. 

There are dramatic differences of sediment yield between land use types. 
For a fixed value of runoff in the figure, differences in sediment yields between 
land use types can vary over two orders of magnitude or more. The graph shows, 
however, that land use is not the only important variable. Agricultural catchments 
with heavy runoff may have sediment yields which are far greater than the driest 
grazing lands. 

For each land Jse type, there is a general increase of sediment 
yields with annual rlmoff. The higher runoff yields are associated with heavier 
rainfalls and therefore with greater kinetic energy for hillslope erosion and stream 
transport of eroded sediment. RegreSSion analysis for basins in each land use 
category yielded the following equations, all of which are Significant at the 
.0.0') level: 

Forest Sed. yield RunoffO. 38 
4 "" 2.67 rz:O.98, n c 

Forest :> Am'ioulture Sed. yield Runoff1•18'" 0.042 r ... 0.75, n 10"" 
~iculture ~ Forest Sed. yield. == 0.038 Runoff1•41 r .. 0.7"5, n ... 39 

GrazinG dominant Sed. yield '" 0.002 Runoff2• 74 r .. 0.87, n .. 7 

'Pre reeref1rliol1 r1 I1.rc plotted in Figure 2., 

.AltnolleJ1 only f011r forested basins ~.;ero avnilable for this roJ.alysis, the . 
res~lts are almont exactly trle salTle over the ranee of the di'tta as those from a 
simIlar e,nalYBis of sediment yields from 27 catchments in eastern Australia made 
by Dou~la,s (1967). The Australian catchments lVere "selected to avoid a.s much 
human diflturbanoe as possible". His results are SllOl-ll1 i.n Figure 2. 

For the o'~ber land use. types, sedime~t yields are hig-ller than tmder the complete 
f?rest .cover. The exponents In tlle regreSSIon equat ions above also show tha.t sediment 
YIeldrnfJreA8CS with runoff less rapidly in reGions with a. forest cover than in 
cultiva.ted lands, \-rhioll in turn are less sensitive than rAngelands. 
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. Fig. 1 
Mean annual yield of 
suspended sediment and 
mean annual runoff for 
catohments under five' 
dominant types of land 
use 
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Fig. 2 	 Comparison of the regression lines computed for the relationship between sediment 
yield and mean annual runoff for each land use type. The dashed line was computed 
by Douglas (1967) for forest catchments in eaotem Australia. 
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Field observations and visual examination of the data suggested that topographio 
steepness is a significant faotor affeoting sediment yields. Measurement of the 
frequenoy distribution of hillslope angles in each drainage basin was not feasible 
with the resouroes available for this study, and a surrogate measure of basin steepn$88 
had to be used. Schumm (1955) showed that the relief, ratio of a catohment (its 
maximum relief divided by the length of the main stream) was positively oorrelated ... 
with sediment loss in Colorado. . 

The relief ratio was used with mean annual runoff in a stepwise multiple 
regression of the Kenyan sediment yields. The results were limited beoause most 
land use oat~gorieB contained few points. Runoff proved to be the dominant variable 
in eaoh case, but only on agricultural lands did relief ratio add significantly to 
the explanation of the varianoe in sediment yield., In the other land use olasses, 
however, there was a positive relationship between relief ratio and sediment yield 
when relief ratio entered the multiple regression as a seoond variable, and it is 
likely that the effect of topography would have been demonstrated with a larger 
sample. The limited data also suggest that in a logarithmic multiple regression 
equation the exponent of relief ratio increases in the same order as that for runoff. 
In other words, the effect of basin steepness on sediment yield increases as the 

. vegetation .coverbeoomes sparser. Correction of sediment yields for the effect of 
·oatohment area by the method of Brune (1948) did not alter the general form of the 
results, exoept by 1ricree.si~g the sediment yields.· . 

No bedload data are available for Kenya and so the yields referred to above 
underestimate the true soil loss. Field observations suggest that bedload transport 
is small in the volcanic uplands, where most of the eroded sediment is fine grained. 
The larger rivers draining the lowlands of Eastern Kenya receive considerable amounts 
of coarse sand from erosion of soils on schists and gneisses. Some of this material 
moves as bedload, but its contribution to the basin sediment y~eld will not be known 
until a programme of bedload transport measurements is undertaken. 

3. HILLSLOPE MEASUREMENTS OF EROSION 

In sparsely populated dry regions, where stream flow is rare, there is little 
likelihood that developing natio~s can bear the cost of maintaining stream gauging 
stations for the purpose of assessing sedi~ent yields. Under these conditions, soil 
erosion can be monitored directly on hillslopes. This can be done by installing plots 
or networks of erosion pins·. Leopold et aI, {1966} demonstrated how various teohniques 
for measuring hillslope erosion processes could be used to obtain a sediment budget 
for a small rangeland oatchment. A major problem with all field methods which involve 
installing even simple equipment, however, is its susoeptibility to theft or disturbanoe. 

Soil erosion rates oan also be evaluated by measuring reoent lowering of the 
surface against some dateable referenoe. Judsoh (1968) obtained rates of soil . 
removal from the depth of exposure of Roman archaeological sitee. Fence posts often 
show marks indicating the position of the soil surfaoe at the time of installation. 
The difference b~tween this height and the present 'soil surface divided by the age 
of the fenoe-line gives the soil erosion rate. 

The most widespread indicators of surfaoe lowering in Bome areas where erosion 
is intense are exposed tree roots or mounds of residual soil protected unde\, the 
oanopy of.trees or bushes while the surrounding soil is lowered (see Fig. 3). If the 
i ree or bush Oan be aged by oounting growth rings (as many tropical species can, in 
spite of the popular misconoeption that tropical woody plants do not produce annual 
or seasonal growth rings), the height of the mound divided by the age of the plant 
indicates the average rate of surface lowering. In some areas the dating problem is 
llimplified dramatically if there is evidence that soil erosion was accelerated after 
a period of intensive vegetation dearing. The height of the root exposure or mound 
OM be measured simply and quickly as shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 3 	 An eroBion mound protected by a tree canopy while the surrounding land Burface 
is lowered by erosion. The height of this particular mound is 60 cm 

b) 

DEPTH OF EROSION MINIMUM LEVEL OF FORMER 
SOIL SURFACE) 

L PRESENT SOIL 
~~~-n-....:-=- -- SURFACE 

Fig. 4 	 Measurements of erosion rates from tree root exposures. On suitable tree 
species the height of the former ground surface is located by examining the 
tree for signs such as the position of the basal flare or the boundary between 
trunk bark and root bark. This should be done OlUY after examining trees in . 
relatively uneroded sites. A carpenter's level is then placed at the estimated · 
level of the former land surface and its height above the present Boil Burface 
is measured with a ruler 
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Problems of interpretation arise with this method, and a great deal of oare 
should be taken to check for potential problems in each region before the method is 
used there. A dateable tree speoies must be found and the tree-ring ohronology 
established, or the onset of acoelerated erosion must.be dated from aerial photogra
phy or other local information. Growth rings can be oounted on each tree for which, 
root exposures are measured, but thi.s .na.n be very time-oonsuming. An alternative 
method involves cutting down or ooring only a sample of trees and constructing a grapp 
of trunk diameter versus age for each species and region (see Figure 5). Each tree ' 
used for measuring the erosion rate oan then be aged from its stem diameter. 

Other souroes of unnertainty arise with this method. Some trees produoe 
their own mound by developing a wide basal flare or even by developing buttress roots 
above the ground surfaoe as they grow. This problem can be avoided by choosing a 
speoies which does not have theseoharacteristios. Careful examination of trees in 
sites whioh are not undergoing intense erosion (suoh as plateaux or heavily vegetated 
areas) should suggest the most useful tree speoies to use as an erosion indicator 
in each region. We also oompare plants with a range of ages to observe how the plant, 
its root, and the mound or root exposure develop as the tree or bush grows. 

Speoies, or at least individual trees, which regenerate from old stumps or 

root stooks should be avoided because the mound is more likely to be related to the 

age of the older plant than' to the new stem. Termites often build mounds around 

trees and these must also be avoided. Recognition of this problem is not always 

easy, especially if the mound is no longer oolonized and has been eroded. Small 

termite mounds can usually be recognized by their looser texture and higher organic 

oontent than surrounding eroded soils. They also lack pedogenio structures. Mounds 

produced by wind deposition also have a different structure and texture from the 

surrounding eroded area, and can be recognized through careful examination. other 

souroes of uncertainty are described by Eardley (1967) and by'Lamarohe (1968), who 

pioneered the method on Bristlecone pines in Utah and in the White Mountains of 

California. 


We inoorporate measurements of tree-root exposures into a general hiJlslope 
surver of topogTapby, vep.:etRtion cover and soils, as described by Leopold M.d Dunne 
(1971). At intervals of 100 meters along the hillslope profile we measure the height 
of the root exposure or erosion mound lmder the five or ten nearest trees or bushes 
of the species being used in that area. The procedure illustrated in Figure 4 is 
carried 01It on opposite sides of the tree along the contour. The plant is also aged. 
The average erosion rate for the 5.,..10 plants is then computed for each site. 

The data can be used for mapping the variation of erosion depth along a 

hillside (Dunne, 1976a, Figure 10) and therefore for computing the total amount of 

soil lost from a. sa.mple of hillslopes in each region. They can also be used.for 

studying the effect of gradient on erOSion, as shown for a single rOCk/soil complex 

in Figure 6. Measurements of this kind were used to quantify differences in rates 

of soil loss on three rock/soil oomplexes in Kajiado District, a heavily grazed 

rangeland in southern Kenya. I have quantified differences of soil erosion rates 

on hillslopes with differing gradients, soil types, and intensity of vegetation 

removal in the Maralal area of northern Kenya. The results are illustrated in 

Figure 7. 


These field measurements show that the rate of soil erosion on even gentle 

gradients ,in Kenyan ran~elands is extremely high by comparison with the rates 

compiled by Young (1969) for a variety of regions throughout the world. Over the 

last 10-20 years, soil has been lost at rates in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 om/yr on 

the Athi-Kapiti plain and 0.4 to 1.2 cm/Yr 2in Northern Kenya. These values are. 

equivalent to yields of 1000 - 18 000 t/km /yr depending on the bulk density of the 

soil. It is difficult to compare these values directly with basin sediment yields, 

beoause a portion of the soil mobilized from hillsides comes to rest in swales, 
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floodplains, and other storage sites. The measured sediment yield per unit area for 
catohments usually declines, therefore, as the size of the basin increases. I know 
of no published information which indicates the rate at which this deoline occurs 
for arid regions, but in moister agricultural regions of the United States, Brune 
(1948), Maner(1958), and Roehl (1962) have shown that sediment yield per unit area 
is proportional to the catchment size raised to a power of approximately - 0.15 to 
-0.20. Usine a value of -0.20 the Kenyan rangeland sediment yields would Re approxi

mately 150-2 700 t/km2/vr Ht 100 km 2 ano of SD-1 620 t!1ar?f.yel'W at 2 000 km'. These 
values are in the same range as most of the basin values for the drier grazin~ lands 
in Figure 1, and confirm the evidence that soil ero~ion there is extreme. 

This kind of simple measurement could profitably be made more widely in the 
rapidly eroding regions of developing countries. Two people with only a hand level, 
tape, carpenter's level, and rule can make an erosion survey of one to two kilometers 
per day, and in doing so collect a great deal of information on erosion rates and 
their controlling factors, In addition to costing little, the method has some other 
advantages over installing plots to monitor soil loss. The tree-root measurements 
yield data immediately, rather than the investigator having to wait three or more 
years to obtain usable data. Secondly the resnlting calculations of erosion rate 
average out inter-annual fluctuations which may distort the picture over a short 
measurement period on a plot. Thirdly, there are no installations to be disturbed 
or stolen. ~ the other hand, monitoring of soil loss from plots or by erosion 
pins can yield more detailed information, such as the contribution of rainstorms 
of various sizes. Plots are particularly useful where the rate of erosion is less 
than the high values shown above, or where trees and bushes are rare. In other 
words, use of the two methods can be complementary. 

In addition to collecting information on soil loss from hillsides we need to 
know more about the fate of the eroded sediment. There is very little information 
on this topic even in regions where soil erosion has been studied intensively and 
almost none for developing countries. Sediment is temporarily stored at many loca
tions as it moves down a drainage basin after its initial release from a hillside. 
Such locations include footslopes, unchannelled swales, channels and floodplains, 
lakes and reservoirs. The amount of sediment accumulat~ng at each of these sites 
is important from both an economic point of view (rates of filling of reservoirs and 
stock ponds) and an ecological point of view for those interested in the nutrient 
supply and depth of water holding sediment delivered to swales and floodplains. 
Our j gnorance of the fate of eroded sediment is important to a full understanding of 
the effects of soil erOSion, and could be remedied by a programme of simple, repeated 
topographic surveys at sites where the sediment accumulates. 

4. CONTROLLED PLOT EXPERIMENTS 

To provide quantitative information on the controls of soil erosion on Kenyan 
rangelands, we have begun a set of controlled experiments using a portable sprinkler 
system which generates artificial rainstorms over a 5m by 2m plot (see Figure 8). 
With this system a storm of, say, one hour's duration and intensity of 7cm/hr can be 
appl ied to plots on a range of hills10pe gradients on wet or dry antecedent condit ions, 
with the grass cover in various states. With repeated irrigations of a plot to 
simulate a whole wet season, we can grow and cut grass to various cover densities. 

But runoff and soil loss rates are monitored di.lring the storm, and a sample 
of the reslllts from one experiment are given in Figure 9. The results can be used 
to compare plots on the basis of infiltration capacity, total runoff, or total soil 
1088. Figure 10, for example,oomporefl soil loss from three soil vegetation complexes 
in their typical conditions at the end of a dry season. These and similar results 
will be described in a set of forthcoming papers. 
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Fig. 8 	 The sprinkler system used f or generating artificial rainstorms on hillside . 
plots in Kajiado District, Kenya 
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The purpose of the present paper is to indicate the range of approaohes 
available for studying soil erosion in developing countries. Most of the teohniques 
are simple and can be oarried out by a small team of field soientists in eaoh oountry. 
The cost of suoh a programme would be small relative to its value, whioh was reviewed 
at the beginning of this paper. There are many gaps in our knowledge of the magnitude, 
distribution, and controls of soil erosion in the tropios. We do not know a great 
deal about the degree to whioh various oonservation techniques presently reduoe Boil 
lOBS. In view of the present conoern about "desertifioation" and the many pessimistio 
reviews of the status of eroded lands in some developing countries, it would be 
worthwhile to oolleot some quantitative information to form an objeotive basis for 
deoision making about soil conservation. 
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